Quick Reference for Push-Button
High Tech Classrooms

The Basics:
Press the “ON” button to turn on the projector. The button will flash while the projector warms up. When the “ON” button stays lit, the projector is ready to use. All buttons on the switcher will be disabled until the projector is warming up and video inputs cannot be sent to the projector until the “ON” button has stopped flashing. The switch to control the screen is on the wall either near the white board or near the equipment console.

Select your source by pressing one of the INPUT SELECTION buttons. The PC and are in the rack below the switcher, and a laptop computer can be connected to the switcher with the cables plugged into the “INPUT 5” ports on the right side of the switcher. Some rooms also have a document camera with an input labeled “DOC CAM.”

Adjust the volume with the Volume knob on the switcher. Changing the volume for one source will not affect the volumes you set for other sources. A volume bar will display on the switcher whenever you adjust the volume and stay for a few seconds after it is set. When the volume is all the way down, it will display “MUTE.” If the volume is all the way up and still isn’t loud enough, call 251-9599 or go to the Welcome Center for tech support.

When you are finished using the projector, press “OFF” to turn the projector off. The button will blink for about two minutes while the projector cools down. All buttons on the switcher will be disabled until the “OFF” button stays lit and the projector cannot be turned on

Troubleshooting

An input is selected, I hear sound, but there is no video! — Press the input selection button again, sources cannot be changed while the projector is off or warming up.

I pressed the DVD button again with the projector on, but I still don’t get video! — Press the “Progressive” button on the DVD player. Some rooms have projectors that take a regular signal and turn it into a progressive signal, and won’t work if this is selected.